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(REM) sleep state exhibits
significantly altered physiological characteristics from
waking and quiet sleep (QS) states. These characteristics include widespread muscle atonia, greatly enhanced respiratory and heart rate variability, and a
substantial redistribution of blood flow between splanchnic and skeletal beds (17). A loss of effectiveness of
stimuli that normally elicit breathing or cardiovascular
responses (25) and unresponsive physiological outcomes to forebrain thermal or electrical stimulation are
also typical of REM sleep (5, 24). Despite this relative
insensitivity to stimuli, REM sleep is also characterized by short bursts of motor activity and substantial
cardiovascular and respiratory variation.
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Regions within the ventral medullary surface (VMS)
have the potential to modulate state-related reflex
blood pressure challenges. A variety of stimulation,
blockade, recording, and functional anatomic studies
implicate neurons on or near the VMS in blood pressure
regulation (7, 10, 15, 22; for review, see Ref. 4). The
greatest proportion of data gathered on VMS contributions to breathing and blood pressure control has,
however, been derived from anesthetized preparations
or decerebrate preparations in which the effects of state
have been eliminated. Those preparations were necessary because of the near-prohibitive logistic efforts
required to place and maintain recording or stimulating electrodes on this ventral brain site in an intact
preparation.
If contributions of anesthesia on ‘‘spontaneous’’ VMS
activity are examined, remarkable differences emerge
in neural responses to blood pressure or ventilatory
challenges between waking and anesthetized states.
Activity within the rostral VMS declines to a pressor
challenge under either barbiturate anesthesia in the
cat (10) or halothane anesthesia in the goat; but, in
waking, modest activity increases occur. Depressor
challenges administered during anesthesia, which activate rostral VMS activity, increase activity even more
in waking (11). Comparable state effects on VMS activity also emerge with ventilatory challenges. A ventilatory hypercapnic challenge in goats, for example, elicits
a substantial, short latency VMS activity increase,
followed by a sustained decrease during waking conditions; but, that transient response is abolished under
anesthesia, and the later decline is more modest (6).
Sleep-waking differences in reflex responses to cardiovascular or respiratory stimuli are also evident in areas
closely associated with the VMS; application of CO2 to
the underlying retrotrapezoid nucleus enhances breathing in the awake rat but that stimulation is ineffective
in sleep (14).
The rostral VMS of the goat (27) and both rostral and
intermediate VMS areas of the cat (29) show a substantial decline in spontaneous activity during REM sleep.
The diminished VMS activity during REM sleep has
the potential to modify the overall responsiveness of
cells within this region to external input, compared
with QS or waking. To examine this possibility, we
measured VMS activity responses to transient hyperand hypotension during waking, QS, and REM sleep
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Ventral medullary surface (VMS) activity declines during
rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, suggesting a potential for
reduced VMS responsiveness to blood pressure challenges
during that state. We measured VMS neural activity, assessed as changes in reflected 660-nm wavelength light,
during pressor and depressor challenges within sleep/waking
states in five adult, unrestrained, unanesthetized cats and in
two control cats. Phenylephrine elevated blood pressure and
elicited an initial VMS activity decline and a subsequent rise
in VMS activity in all states, although the initial decline
during quiet sleep occurred only in rostral placements. Phasic
REM periods elicited a momentary recovery from the evoked
activity rise, and arousals diminished the overall elevation in
activity. A sodium nitroprusside depressor challenge increased VMS activity more in REM sleep than in quiet sleep,
with the increase being even less in waking. Enhanced
responses to depressor challenges during REM sleep suggest
a loss of dampening of evoked activity during that state;
state-related differential baroreflex sensitivity may result
from sleep-waking changes in VMS responses to blood pressure challenges.

VMS RESPONSES TO BLOOD PRESSURE CHALLENGES

METHODS

Optical recording device. The imaging device (Fig. 1),
described elsewhere (28), is a miniaturized version of a device
used earlier for in vivo examination of neural activity in
larger animals (27). We illuminated the VMS with light of two
wavelengths, in the red (660 ⫾ 10 nm; optimal for cell membrane displacement measures) and green (560 ⫾ 10 nm;
optimal for detection of perfusion changes) ranges. The
procedure collects red scattered light from a depth of up to
500 µm (26) and green light from a depth of 250 µm (29).

Fig. 1. Imaging device (A) consists of a charge-coupled device (CCD)
with a 3.2-mm-diameter, 4.0-mm-long coherent image conduit attached directly to a CCD by optical epoxy. Tissue is illuminated by
green (560 nm) and red (660 nm) light-emitting diodes (LEDs) that
pass light through optic fibers on the circumference of the coherent
optic conduit; green and red illumination are carried through alternating fibers. Electronics associated with the CCD and shaft of the
imaging conduit are covered with black epoxy for light protection and
for rendering the device impervious to fluids. Device is placed behind
esophagus and trachea (B), with body of the CCD (i) resting on the
ventral skull bone and the conduit penetrating the skull to the
ventral medullary surface. Leads carry video and LED power signals
under the skin to an epoxy headcap (ii).

Reflected and scattered light was passed through a 4.0-mmlong, 3.2-mm-diameter coherent image conduit made from
10,000 strands of 12-µm glass fibers with an attached 208 ⫻
192-pixel charge-coupled device (CCD; Texas Instruments
TC211). Red and green light-emitting diodes provided illumination through flexible optic fibers attached around the probe
perimeter; 30 fibers, those carrying red light alternating with
those carrying green light, were illuminated using an external switching circuit.
A switching circuit alternated red and green illumination
with light of each wavelength ‘‘on’’ for 7 ms and ‘‘off’’ for 3 ms
during frame readout, for a duration of 10 ms/wavelength or
20 ms for both red and green wavelengths; i.e., 50 frames/s
were collected from red and green illumination, respectively.
Switching time was insignificant, there was no concurrent
green and red illumination, and no illumination was delivered during image readout. The intensity of the light projected onto the VMS was monitored with a photodiode and
servocontrolled to maintain a constant illumination level. To
optimize the dynamic range for recording of light signals,
illumination intensity was set so that maximal reflectance
was two-thirds of the maximum digitizer value and the black
level was set to half of the amplitude of the minimal pixel
value. The imaging device measured ⬃4.0 ⫻ 4.0 mm, and
thus could be placed within the neck tissue of a cat without
affecting swallowing, chewing, or food passage.
Surgical procedures. Seven adult cats, 3–4 kg in weight,
underwent a recovery surgical procedure. The animals were
anesthetized with 25 mg/kg pentobarbital sodium, supplemented with 10 mg/kg as needed. Atropine was administered
in conjunction with initial anesthesia (0.05 mg/kg). Under
sterile conditions, two sets of Teflon-coated, multistranded,
stainless steel wires were placed into the lateral costal
diaphragm via a left abdominal incision to later assess
electromyographic (EMG) and electrocardiographic (ECG)
activity. Two screws in the posterior skull provided a ground
reference, and two screws in the anterior skull were used to
record electroencephalographic (EEG) signals. An additional
screw was placed in the bone over the orbit to acquire eye
movement signals, and multistranded wires were placed into
the nuchal muscles to acquire indications of muscle tonus.
Electrode leads were threaded under the skin to a headpiece
connector. The carotid artery and jugular vein on one side
were cannulated for subsequent arterial pressure monitoring
and pharmacological delivery, respectively. With the cat in
the supine position, the trachea, esophagus, and associated
soft tissue were exposed with a midline incision. The soft
tissues were separated to visualize the basal skull and
foramen magnum. An opening was made in the bone over the
ventral medulla 3.0 mm rostral to the foramen magnum and
just medial to the right tympanic bulla. A portion of the bulla
was removed to provide access for the imaging device.
The imaging device was positioned in contact with the dura
over the VMS using a micromanipulator. Stainless steel
screws were placed into the skull, and the camera and probe
were sealed in place with dental acrylic that filled the entire
opening required for initial placement. The sealed opening
minimized brain movement associated with cardiac and
respiration-related pressure changes. A small cable carried
the camera signals and illumination power from the camera
through the neck tissue to the head connector.
After surgery, the cats received a regimen of antibiotics
(penicillin G, l06 U im daily) and medication for analgesia.
Dexamethasone (0.4 mg/kg iv daily, decreasing to 0.05
mg · kg⫺1 · day⫺1) was administered to minimize brain edema.
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states in unanesthetized, freely moving cats with the
use of optical procedures. Optical procedures allowed
visualization of neural activity over relatively large
VMS areas and provided an indication of regional
patterns at relatively high temporal resolution. The
procedure captures scattered and reflected light from
local illumination at discrete wavelengths. Because cell
discharge alters membrane properties, which in turn
change light transmission and scattering, an indication
of neural activation can be derived by capturing the
reflected light (1). Illumination at long (red) or short
(green) wavelengths allows differential assessment of
activity and hemodynamic components, respectively,
thus offering insights into the time course of neural and
perfusion changes (8, 16).
Rostral and intermediate areas were targeted to
compare with data previously collected in anesthetized
animals and to provide supplemental information to
waking and anesthesia findings from an earlier rostral
VMS study in goats (11). New developments in imaging
technology, including substantial miniaturization and
enhanced sampling rates (28), allowed light reflectance
measurement within the very small physical constraints of the cat VMS and with high spatial (⬎7.0
mm2) and temporal (50 Hz) resolution.
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illumination was used to assess cell swelling associated with
discharge, and green illumination was used to assess hemodynamic changes. The average values for each illumination
wavelength and state were plotted together with electrophysiological measurements during the entire recording, including
epochs with pressor and depressor challenges. Difference
images were also calculated by subtracting averaged images
of the experimental challenge from the average of the preinjection baseline. The resulting difference images were pseudocolored to convey statistically significant change in activation
such that yellow-to-red-to-white colors represent increased
cellular activation (decreased reflectance) and blue-to-purpleto-black colors represent decreased cellular activation (increased reflectance). Green pixels represent no statistically
significant change from baseline conditions (P ⬍ 0.05). The
availability of two illumination wavelengths assisted in determination of movement artifacts, because signal components
contributed by motion affect reflectance of both illumination
wavelengths in the same manner. Averaging of the optical
data allowed normalization to ensure against overrepresentation of values from any one animal or contributions from any
one state. Recordings were extensive (near daily for 3–9 wk),
with multiple collections of trials from each state condition.
Recordings were continued until sufficient representation
from each state was obtained, an advantage offered by the
chronic optical procedure.
Images were collected continuously; those selected from
the challenge condition began with the first inflection of blood
pressure change (typically 2–3 s postpharmacological administration) and were compared with preinjection baseline
values. ANOVA procedures were used to detect differences in
pixels between pressor or depressor and control conditions.
Significance for differences in individual pixel values was
assigned when P ⬍ 0.05.
Respiratory measures during both challenges were determined on a breath-by-breath basis from diaphragmatic inspiratory efforts. Total cycle times were calculated as intervals
between the maximal values. Heart rate values were determined on a beat-by-beat basis using a peak-trough detection
procedure. Because of non-normal variability in measures,
Mann-Whitney (unpaired) and Wilcoxon (paired) nonparametric tests were used for overall physiological and activity
assessment between states.
Probe localization assessment. After experiments were
completed, the cats were euthanized with an overdose of
pentobarbital sodium. The medullae were preserved with
10% phosphate-buffered formaldehyde and examined for
localization of probe position.
RESULTS

Probe position. The location of probes for the experimental animals is outlined in Fig. 2. Control sites
included positions in the pons and at the spinomedullary junction, just rostral to the first cervical nerve.
Arousal responses. Both pressor and depressor challenges often elicited arousal from sleep, as indicated by
an increase in EEG frequency and restoration of nuchal
tone. Arousals from sleep to waking from blood pressure challenges or other stimuli, such as noise, or
‘‘spontaneous’’ arousals resulted in decreased VMS
activity (red reflectance increase). Perfusion also decreased (green reflectance increased) during such arousals. The arousal response confounded the ‘‘pure’’ response to the blood pressure challenge, because the
arousal component could be additive or subtractive to
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Optical and electrophysiological acquisition procedures.
Scanned CCD pixels were digitized with a resolution of 12
bits. Images were digitized continuously, alternating between
red and green illumination throughout the waking and sleep
states, together with the electrophysiological signals (1 kHz/
channel).
The diaphragmatic EMG signal was full-wave rectified and
smoothed with a moving-average digital filter. Physiological
signals were band-pass filtered (EEG, 0.1–60 Hz; ECG,
1–100 Hz; EMG, 10 Hz–1 kHz; integrated diaphragm EMG,
0–30 Hz; blood pressure, 0–30 Hz; electrooculogram, 1–30
Hz) and amplified on a Grass 78 polygraph; the data were
simultaneously written on paper and stored in multiplexed
form, together with the image data, on digital media.
Experimental protocol. The animals were placed daily in a
1-m3 recording chamber with food, water, and bedding for 1–4
h beginning 1–2 days after surgery for acclimatization.
Rectal temperature was measured daily. Ambient temperature was maintained at 20°C, and a light period was maintained between 0600 and 1800. Low-compliance tubing was
attached to the arterial catheter for blood pressure monitoring, and electrodes were attached to the recording apparatus
through a commutator. Electrode and vascular patency assessments were carried out in the chamber over the subsequent
4–7 days; however, no pharmacological interventions were
made, and no data were collected during this initial acclimatization, because of potential confounding effects from adaptation and lingering anesthetic effects. After the initial adaptation period, animals were recorded on a near-daily basis over
a period of 3–9 wk (the prolonged period was required
because multiple challenges were required for each state and
only 1 challenge could be delivered for any 1 state). Because
normal sleep was required for the studies, data were collected
during daytime recordings, because the cats preferentially
slept during that time. The recording protocol for each day
began with an uninterrupted, complete waking/quiet sleep/
active sleep cycle to establish baseline levels. Blood pressure
challenges were delivered during one state in the subsequent
sleep cycle, i.e., during waking, quiet sleep, or REM sleep,
with the order of state administration determined randomly.
Additional sleep cycles were then obtained, and blood pressure challenges were delivered in the remaining states.
Pressor and depressor challenges were administered through
the venous cannula while the animal breathed room air.
Pressor challenges consisted of 20 or 30 µg iv phenylephrine
through an indwelling jugular vein catheter. Sodium nitroprusside was infused intravenously as a bolus of 30–40 µg,
sufficient to lower blood pressure by 35–50% from baseline.
Because each sleep cycle was typically followed by arousal,
eating, grooming, and other behaviors, challenges were separated by 10–90 min; no new challenges were administered
until all cardiorespiratory variables had returned to baseline.
Waking periods were taken from epochs in which animals
were alert, but exhibiting minimal movement. Challenges
during REM were delivered immediately on recognition of
physiological characteristics of that state. Recordings were
taken continuously during the entire state sequences during
which the pressor or depressor challenges were delivered
(10–30 min).
Data analysis. The recordings were scored for sleep states
using standard criteria adopted for the cat (31). Processing of
the images, including subtraction of experimental from control frames, image averaging, gray scale and contrast correction, and display of resulting frames was performed on an
Intel Pentium-based computer. Successive images from each
state were used to derive an average image reflectance
intensity for red and green illumination for that state. Red
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the blood pressure challenge effects. For this reason,
responses to blood pressure challenges that did not
result in arousal are presented to prevent confounding
alerting influences.
Responses to pressor challenges. Phenylephrine administration increased blood pressure and decreased
heart rate. During waking, VMS cells exhibited a
biphasic response, with an initial decrease in activity
(as indicated by increased red light reflectance), followed by an increase in activity (decreased reflectance;
single subject in Fig. 3 and grouped data in Fig. 4). The
nadir of the initial fall in activity during waking
occurred with a latency of 19 s after injection and was
significantly below baseline (Fig. 4, 4.5%; P ⬍ 0.002).
The peak increase emerged at a latency of 51 s postinjection and was significantly above baseline (Fig. 4, ⬃6%;

P ⬍ 0.001). This increase lasted 190–200 s (Fig. 4).
Phenylephrine administration during REM sleep also
elicited an initial decline, followed by an increase; the
magnitude of the response was slightly diminished over
that of waking or QS when arousals during the challenge were excluded (Fig. 4). The nadir of the initial fall
in activity during REM sleep was faster than that for
waking, with a latency of 5–6 s, but an extent of decline
equal to that for waking (⫺4.5%; P ⫽ not significant).
The peak of the subsequent rise in activity occurred
with a latency of 57 s and an amplitude of 4.3% above
baseline. VMS activity returned to baseline ⬃90 s after
phenylephrine administration. Momentary phasic activity during REM sleep resulted in a transient biphasic
activity response, with the second component moving
toward baseline values; such an occurrence of a phasic
event is shown in Fig. 3. During QS, only the more
rostral sites elicited an initial decline; the remaining
sites exhibited no initial activity loss, instead, activity
increased rapidly after a longer latency (8–20 s). The
maximum activity increase was 6.9% and lasted ⬎200 s
(Fig. 4).
Responses to depressor challenges. Nitroprusside,
administered at levels that decreased blood pressure by
35–50% during waking conditions, increased VMS
activity during all three states, although in the waking
state the increase was preceded by a small decline (Fig.
5). The averaged increase in peak activity was significantly larger (15%) in REM sleep over waking (1.5%;
P ⬍ 0.02) and QS (6.9%; P ⬍ 0.03) after removal of
trials in which arousals occurred during the challenge
(Fig. 6). The latency to the peak response was longer in
REM sleep (59 s) than in QS (49 s; P ⬍ 0.02) or waking
(38 s; P ⬍ 0.03). The latency to the nadir in the waking
response was 71 s. It is noteworthy that, for the waking
responses to nitroprusside, partitioning the data into
rostral sites and nonrostral sites produced a much more
pronounced rise in activity for the nonrostral sites. The
reflectance trace for perfusion grossly paralleled the

Fig. 3. Plots of individual activity traces
(Activity) from a single cat and selected
images, averaged across 3-s segments,
together with associated blood pressure
(BP) changes within waking (AW), quiet
sleep (QS), and rapid eye movement
(REM) sleep during a 30 µg phenylephrine challenge. Arrows indicate onset of
phenylephrine effects. Momentary biphasic optical pattern at asterisk (ⴱ)
indicates a phasic REM epoch. Initial
activity decline is coded as blue-purple
as indicated by color scale, and later
activity increase is coded as yellow-redwhite.
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Fig. 2. Outline of probe placements for experimental animals on
ventral medullary surface (VMS).
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Fig. 4. Averaged traces of activity responses (A) and
averaged blood pressure (B) together with SE (shading)
within waking, QS, and REM sleep during phenylephrine challenges. Onset of blood pressure rise is indicated
by vertical line.

Fig. 5. Plots of individual activity traces
(Activity) from a single cat and selected
images, averaged across 3-s segments,
together with associated BP changes
within waking, QS, and REM sleep
during a sodium nitroprusside challenge sufficient to lower blood pressure
by 30–50% (onset of response at arrow).
An early activation of the VMS occurs
in waking; however, beginning of a decline is found within a midline region
(indicated by ‘‘x’’); that regional activity
decline continues until nearly entire
field of view is involved (coded as bluepurple).

average responses were similar across the probe positions, except for the rostral-caudal QS response to
phenylephrine and waking response to sodium nitroprusside described above. However, the sampled images of VMS regions shown in Figs. 3 and 5 indicate
that isolated areas within the field of view can respond
with little change, or with changes in the opposite
direction to the overall trend. After a phenylephrine
challenge (Fig. 3), regional changes are evident; after
an initial decline in activity in waking, an activity rise
occurs, principally apparent in the upper regions of the
field of view. The response to a pressor challenge during
REM sleep more markedly increases activity on the
right side of the field of view in this subject. The initial
overall increase in VMS activity with nitroprusside
infusion, illustrated in the first waking response image
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values for activity. Nitroprusside also increased heart
rate and respiratory rates during the challenge within
waking or QS.
Control responses. Overall signal changes averaged
from a control site, the spinomedullary junction, together with blood pressure changes during pressor and
depressor challenges are shown in Fig. 7. Although
blood pressure changes to the challenges were comparable to those encountered in the experimental preparations, the evoked neural activity changes were minimal, with differences of more than a factor of five in
changes from VMS responses in REM sleep from those
of the control site.
Topographic changes. The overall traces shown in
Figs. 3–6 represent the summed changes with each
challenge across the entire area under the probe; those
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Fig. 6. Averaged traces of activity responses (A) and
averaged BP (B) together with SE (shading) within
waking, QS, and REM sleep during sodium nitroprusside challenges sufficient to lower blood pressure by
30–40% (onset of response at vertical line). Sharp
deflections in activity trace for QS were associated with
deep sighs in 1 cat.

DISCUSSION

Overview. Contrary to initial expectations, lowering
of blood pressure during REM sleep activated the VMS
substantially more than depressor challenges in waking or QS. Transient blood pressure elevation momentarily reduced activity on both the rostral and interme-

diate areas of the VMS in waking and REM sleep, but
the initial decline occurred only in rostral sites in QS.
The initial declines to pressor challenges were followed
by an activity increase in all states, and the rise was
substantial. The VMS activity and blood pressure
responses occurred on a background of diminished
spontaneous activity on the VMS during REM sleep.
Cell groups. The probe sampled activity to a depth of
500 µm and from the exit of the VIth nerve caudally
through the intermediate area. Although functional
properties of the VMS have long been the object of
attention, description of neurons on the surface has
only recently being addressed; the focus instead has
been on defined cell groups, such as those of the rostral
ventrolateral medulla (RVLM) that project to the intermediolateral sympathetic cell column of the spinal
cord. We speculate that the signals observed from the
optical probes represent activity from anecdotally described small neurons on the VMS, together with

Fig. 7. Averaged activity traces (%Change Act)
from a spinomedullary control site, together with
blood pressure responses (%Change BP) accompanying phenylephrine (A) and nitroprusside (B)
challenges. Challenge began at arrow in each
condition.
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in Fig. 5, indicates that the activity increase arose
principally at the upper and lower borders of the field,
with declining activity in midfield. That activity decline
then spreads to occupy nearly the entire field, except for
a small area on the top border of the image. The same
regions behaved differently during QS and REM, with a
later, and very widespread, activity increase in both
states to the depressor challenge. Detailed descriptions
of regional trends within the VMS were beyond the
scope of this study; however, the regional patterns
demonstrate that, within the overall averaged response, cellular groups can show unique trends.
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emerging from the smooth muscle contraction elicited
by phenylephrine. Resolution of the source of influence
and timing relationships will require blockade of vagal
and carotid sinus nerve fibers during challenges within
each state.
Responses to depressor challenges during REM sleep.
Activity on the VMS to depressor challenges was
maximal during the REM state. The extreme response
during the REM state occurred despite the substantial
decline in ‘‘spontaneous’’ VMS activity during REM
sleep (29). The reduction in ‘‘spontaneous’’ VMS activity
during REM sleep is unlike that which occurs in most
brain areas, e.g., cortical, thalamic, or hippocampal
sites, which show extensive activation during that
state. However, isolated regions, including the dorsal
raphe (18), raphe obscurus, and locus ceruleus (30), all
areas that mediate aspects of blood pressure control,
show a similar decline in activity during the REM
state. The diminished VMS baseline activity during the
REM state could result from loss of excitation or
disfacilitation from other neural structures. That possibility is supported by the relative absence of influence
from electrical or thermal stimulation of diencephalic
structures on physiological processes during the REM
state (5, 21, 23, 24).
The enhanced rise in VMS activity to a depressor
challenge during REM sleep was unexpected. The
overall decline in spontaneous activity on the VMS
suggests a condition in which the region is unresponsive to external challenge; instead, the response was
one that appeared to be of an unmodulated overactivation during the REM state. During waking and QS, the
VMS activation was much more modest, as if the region
were more closely regulated during these two states.
The activity responses to blood pressure manipulation
suggest that state-related external neural influences
on the VMS act to dampen baroreflexes and that the
VMS is ‘‘released’’ from such influences during REM
sleep, especially during depressor challenges.
The ‘‘release from modulation’’ possibility could account for a portion of the physiological characteristics
of REM sleep. The characteristics of enhanced respiratory and heart rate variability, different distribution of
blood flow, and phasic enhancement of movements,
breathing, and blood pressure could be viewed as a loss
of control from normal-modulating structures during
the REM sleep state. The significantly increased variability in both the cardiovascular system and respiratory musculature during REM sleep is suggestive of
reduced control of output to autonomic and respiratory
motor systems from one or more excitatory circuits. The
VMS may play such a role in modulation of blood
pressure.
VMS activity is restored toward baseline levels during both pressor and depressor challenges by phasic
events within REM sleep. The phasic restoration of
baseline activity may play an essential component in
compensatory efforts to restore blood pressure from a
hypotensive challenge. The source(s) of these periods of
activation are currently being examined, but apparently involve the medial and descending vestibular
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dendritic activity from those cells, and that the evidence from the pressor and depressor challenges indicates a ‘‘compensatory’’ or modulating role of these cells
on RVLM neurons.
Relationships to anesthetic state findings. Earlier
data from the barbiturate-anesthetized cat preparation
indicate a topographic organization of VMS responses
to pressor and depressor challenges. Under barbiturate
anesthesia, rostral VMS sites activate, with caudal
areas also showing a decline in activity to depressor
challenges, whereas both rostral and caudal regions
show a decline to pressor challenges (10). Data from
another species, the goat, indicate that rostral VMS
activity rises during a depressor challenge in waking
but increases more modestly during halothane anesthesia (11). Alternative means to lower blood pressure also
increase VMS activity; substantial hypotension associated with hypovolemia elevates VMS activity, albeit
after an initial activity decline during the sympathoexcitatory stage of the shock response (12). It appears
that a depressor challenge activates the VMS and,
under conditions of anesthesia, that activation may be
confined to rostral regions. In addition, VMS activation
may be more muted during anesthesia than during
waking and sleep states can enhance the VMS response.
The time course of the VMS response to a pressor
challenge during anesthesia (10) consists of two components, an initial rapid (30–60 s) activity decline followed by a slower (3–4 min) decline. Both components
depend on the integrity of carotid sinus and vagal
nerves; transection of the carotid sinus nerve enhances
both components, whereas vagotomy nearly abolishes
both aspects. In the drug-free animals used in the
current study, activity rose after the initial decline. The
data collected under anesthesia suggest that the nucleus
of the solitary tract, which receives carotid sinus nerve
input and relays information to the VMS, exerts a
disfacilatory or inhibitory influence on the VMS and an
excitatory influence from the vagus to the pressor
challenge. We speculate that the late-developing elevation in activity during waking and sleep states to
pressor challenges could derive from interactions of
VMS interneurons with peripheral afferent input; this
input might be diminished with anesthesia.
Responses to pressor challenges. The initial response
to a rise in blood pressure was an activity decline on the
VMS. This decline was common to all sleep states and
was reminiscent of activity changes described in earlier
studies of anesthetized preparations (10, 11). The initial decline in activity was confined to the rostral VMS
in QS that possibly reflects the reduced blood pressure
rise to the phenylephrine challenges administered
within the QS state (Fig. 4).
The state-related differences in the initial decline
and subsequent rise in activity may depend on interactions between baroreceptor afferent activity from both
carotid sinus and vagal sources that may exert influences at different times in the blood pressure response.
The initial decline in activity may also result from a
compensatory reaction to the baroreceptor loading
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brain stem regions, the VMS responds remarkably to
blood pressure challenges. Earlier, we found that wakefulness nearly abolished a pressor-induced activity
decline found in the goat rostral VMS during anesthesia. Wakefulness apparently recruits brain regions
other than the VMS to mediate a response to a pressor
challenge. The data from blood pressure challenges
during QS and REM sleep reinforce the concept that
multiple brain sites exert state-dependent influences
on the VMS and that, during REM sleep, these influences might be lost, leaving undampened VMS responses to challenges.
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